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I ABSTRArT

In support of the Long Range Acoustic Pronagation Project (I.RAPP),

flffice of Naval Research, Calspan Corporation has implemented a semi-automatic

system for digitizing hathymetry charts. This system encodes the contour

41 depth information in the following way. The bathyl!etry chart is overlayed by

a set of parallel lines called track lines. The intersections of these track

' lines with the contour lines on the chart dcfinc the locations of points where

the depth information is to he encoded.

ah T he initial step in the process for semi-autonatically diriti:inp

bathynetry charts is to scan the chart to produce a dif.ital inage which is dis-

played for the operator on a digital i•alme disnlay. Ry moving a cursor on the

digital image display, f he operator then indicates the locations of implicit

fiducial marks on the chart image to establish a longitude and latitude reference

for the chart coordinate svsteca. The location of the set of parillel track lines

is then draim over the inape of the chart for the operator's convenience. The
hathymetr, ý--"art is re-scanned over the first track line ane, the intersections

of the contourswith the track line are then automatically detected and displayed

to the operator. Next, depth informstion of the contour detections along the

track lines are automatically assigned if enouph data is available. The operator

may then interact with the system to add missing contour detections, delete

extraneous contour detections, and provide ?te necessary additional contour

depth data. The track lines contour depth data is then written on a magnetic

tape and the next track line of the set is scanned. This process is repeated

until all track lines have been scanned and the contour depth data has been

encoded.

This bathymetry digitizinj, system, impleriented on Calspan ouned

equipment, will be used to digitize the 600 hathymetrv charts which describe

the undersea topography of the world.
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J Section I

INTRODUCTION

The Long Range Acoustic Propagation Project (LRAPP) of the Office

of Naval Research (ONR) needs for its acoustic propagation studies a data base of
ocean bottom depth information. This data base will be generated by digitizing
contour maps (called bathymetry charts) of the ocean floor. The purpose of the
project described in this report is to develop a facility to digitize these
maps, that is to encode in digital form the depth information from bathymetry

charts. This facility is now complete.

*- I Image processing techniques were implemented by Calspan Corporation
in a computer interactive system to perform the digitizing operation. The

I project consisted of developing a computer software system to implement the
required digitizing functions. The software runs on equirment owned by Calspan
and operated as components of its Image Processing Laboratory. The chart digitizing
facility which has been developed will now be used to encode the approximately

*I 600 bathymetry charts which describe tha undersea topography of the oceans of the
* world.

This report describes the digitizing operations performed by the
system and the form of the input and output data. Results of the system
performance evaluation are also given.

I
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Section 2

DIGITIZING REQUJIIREENTS

The LRAPP requires the generation of a data base of ocean depth
-- information. The data is to have the form of a grid of data points where each

point is described by its latitude, longitude, and depth. The first step in
the generation of the data base is the establishment of a coarse grid of depth
information; the second step is the use of an interpolation program to fill out
the grid of depth information. That is, a fine grid is generated from the coarse
grid by interpolation. The project described here is the development of a system
to do the first step; the second or interpolation step is performed at ONR.

The initial grid of depth information is defined in the following
way. The hathymetry chart is overlaid by a set of parallel lines, called track
lines, and the intersections of these track lines with the contour lines on the
chart define the paints where the depth information is to be er~coded. The system

I is used to digitize the depth information at these points and record it on
magnetic tape. The orientation of the set of parallel track lines is chosen to
give the most useful information. When there is a dominant slope direction,
the set of track lines is oriented in the direction of the maximum rate of
change of the depth. On most charts there is not a predominant direction and

on these charts the track lines are oriented east and west. In areas of steep
slope, for example at sea mounts, auxiliar, track lines are added at the best

,I orientation to better define these features.

The bathymetry charts digitized in this fashion for ONR are lfercatorSprojections and each covers approximately a 50 x So area. The scale of the
charts ranges from 300,000:1 to 800,000:1, depending on the latitude. The track
lines are spaced at S minute intervals. The depths are recorded in the units
on the chart, either fathoms or meters, and the data is written on ragnetic tape

in a format compatible with ONR's computer facilities.

2
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3: Section 3

DESCRIPTION OF TIE BATIIYMIETRY CHART DIGITIZING FACILITY

Figure 1 shows Caispan's Image Processing Laboratory configured3 I for digitizing bathymetry charts. The chart encoding facility utilizes a
flying spot scanner, a PDP-9 computer, a digital image display, a keyboard

3 I terminal and a track ball.

TI The flying spot scanner scans a 2-1/2 inch square area in an

As array ot 1024 by 1024 points. Each point in the image field in the flying spot

scanner is defined by one of 64 values depending on the gray level of the image
under the spot. The scanner is random addressable and thus selected areas of
the image can be scanned or the image can be scanned in selected patterns. For

use in Calspan's flying spot scanner, the bathymetry charts are divided into
four sections and each section is photographed onto 70mm film. The film is thus

j Iscanned in the flying spot scanner. The PDP-9 computer, is used for general

computation and control. The track ball is used to move a cursor on the
": Idigital image display, thereby allowing the operator to select specific points
U on the image for processing. The cursor may also be controlled by the PDP-9

-" computer independent of the track ball. The keyboard terminal, which includes

an LED alphanumeric display, is used for providing the operator with instructions
and information and for entering depth and coordinate information.a

I
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Section 4

OPERATION OF l1E FACILITY

Figure 2 shows a flow diagram of the process used for digitizing

bathymetry charts. Each chart is photographed onto 70m film with four frames

corresponding to the four sections for a chart. Each of the four sections

is processed separately. Initially the operator manually enters the longitude

Scnd latitude of the lower left hand corner of the chart, the chart identification

number (the WISQLOC number), the date, and information relating to the desired

direction of the parallel track lines. The negative on 70mm film corresponding

to the first se:tion of the chart (the lower left hand quadrant) is scanned

in the flying spot scanner and displayed for the operator on the digital image

display. Using the track ball to move a cursor oit the screen the operator

then manually locates the coordinate axes on the chart image.

At the completion of the entry of the location of the coordinate

axes of the chart image, the system then draws a set of lines over the chart

imape which indicates the locations of the track lines. Figure 3 shows a

tytuical display am seen by the operator on the digital image display. After

the track lines are displayed for the operator, the system rescans the chart

along the first track line, detects the intersections of the contours with the

tr3ck line and indicates the locations of these contour detections to the

operator by drawing an arrow on the track line display with the head of the

arrow on the detected contour (see figure 3). The track line detection proce~s

has the ability to discriminate between well defined contours and characters

amad other noise on the chart image. Only well defined contours are indicated

for the operator as a contour detection. Coordinate lines "look" like contours

and thus they will normally he detected as contours. Since their location .-an

be predicted, tho system automatically eliminates these "contour" detections

at these predicted locations before they are displayed to the operator.

The process for assigning depth information to the contour detec-

tions, for adding missing detections, and for eliminating false detections

is performed in -ai interactive mode. The system provides several completely

S
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automatic depth assignment features that speed up the manual entry of the depth

information. In normal operation the system sequentially moves the cursor thro,,gh

the list of contour detections. Additional!y, the operator may manually move

the cursor as desired using the track ball. The location of the cursor indicates

to the system operator the "current" position that the system is considering.

Table I indicates the various operations that are available to the operator

"for manually processing the chart. The operator may manually enter the depth

- for a current contour detection or he may indicate to the system that the depth

of the current detectioz is either the same as the depth of the previous adjacent

detection on the track line or different by the standard increment (normallyI 200). The operator may also delete a specific contour detection on the track

line or by using the track ball to position the cursor, he may add missing

contour detections. The end of the track line on the outside edge of the chart

is always considered a contour detection and a depth value is assigned it even

if a contour does not go through this point.

In addition to the manual entry of depth information, the system

provides two automatic features to speed up the depth entry process by

minimizing the amotmt of operator interaction required. The first of these

I processes is a interpolation of depth values. If the depth values are assigned
to two non-adjacent contour detections on P track line, the interpolation process

~ I will automatically assign depth values to the contour detections in between if and
only if there are the proper number of contour detections for the interpolatedJ depth assignments to be added in multiples of the standard increment.

The second autsmatic feature used to speed up the assiguumnt of

depths to the contour detections is a line following process. T1is process
is used to follow the detected contour back to the intersection of this same

contour with the previous track line for which depth has already been assigned.

If the line following process is successful for a contour detection the depth

assigned for that contour intersection with the previous track line is automatically

assigned to the detection of the contour with current track line. The coubina-

I tion of the interpolation process on the line following process redhices the

time required for the entry of depth information on a typical bothymetry chart.I!
q
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After the depth values are assigned to the contour detections for

the track lines, the system searches through the list of detected contours and

indicates to the operator any inconsistencies in the depth assignments. An

inconsistency occurs when two adjacent contour detections have depth assign-

ments that are different by more than the standard increment. The operator

then has the option of reassigning the depth values to the contours or retaining

the inconsistency as may occur in the case of -•on slope areas.

After all of the contour detections on track line are processed

and depth values are assigned, the contour depth data is written on magnetic

tape, the next track line is scanned, and the contour depth detections are

displayed to the operator. This process is repeated until all normal track

m' li.es have been processed for the section. The operator may then indicate

the end points of auxiliary track lines using a track ball to move a cursor

and these additional track lines are scanned and processed in a similar way.

When all normal and auxiliary track lines have been processed for the section

of the chart, the image of the next section of the chart is positioned in the

flying spot scanner and the process is repeated.

I9
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Section 5I
DETAILS OF THE SYSTEM PROCESSES

MiART INITIALIZATION

I• After each section of the chart is scanned and displayed for the

operator, the operator manualiy locates the coordinate axes on the chart image

using the track hall and cursor. This process involves locating the coordinate

axes at 10 intervals in latitude. This is necessary because of the inherent

I non-linearity in latitude on the Mecator projections. The system assumes that

within each !0 segment in latitude, the chart is linear. In processing a

I section of the chart, the operator may select either a 2, 2-1/2 or 30 section

in latitude to process depending on V44,e specific contour chara-.eristics.

When the entry of the coordinate axes on the chart is completed,

the system computes the end points on all regular track lines. The track lines

I are numbered consecutively and processed in the order shown in Figure 4. If

the normal track lines are not horizontal on the chart, then the first track

lines in Section I and 2 are always horizontal, that is oriented in the east
west direction parallel to the coordinate axes. The remaining track lines

are at the angle designated by the operator. The track lines always begin

on a five minute interval mark on the latitude axes for track lines oriented

at angles less than approximately 450 and on the five minute marks on the

longitude axes for track lines that are at angles greater than approximately

450o The end noints of the track lines are always defiited by the locations

of the five minute interval marks on one set of axes. Thuss, the track linet;

will not be precisely parallel or charts in wbich the non-linearity in latitude

is significant as in the p-lar regions. The track lines are defined as straight

lines on the Mec-tor projection charts, not as strairht lines on the earth's

surface. Scanning along a track line always proceeds froe bottom to top relative

to thS scanner coordinates, not the chart coordinates, and thus the order of

the 1ata cn the track line depends on the specific orientation of the charts

and the track lines. In other words, although the data points may be ordered

10
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from bottom to top or from top to bottom along any particular track line. The

contour det',;..ions are always ordered by their position on the track line, and
not by the order in wnich they were detected or processed.

5.2 CONTOUR LINE DETECTION

The method for detecting the intersections of contours with a
tr.ck lines uses a moving-window procedure. In the moving-window concept, a

small region or small area of the chart image is processed to determine if
* -- a contour passes through the center of the region. Tne region or window is

"then moved slightly along the track line and tho prc.ess repeated. In this
way the detection of the contours is based on computations over a small area

of the chart rather than on the single point along the track line (Figure 5).
The window is a square region oý the chart approximately 4 minutes in size

j on a typical bathymetry charc. The window is moved in steps of approximately

10 seconds in size along the track line.

I In determining if a contour goes through the center of the window,

the gray level of the center point of the window is sampled to determine if
-I its value is above the minimum gray level threshold which represents the

background level of the paper. If the gray level is indeed above this value,

SI then the adjacent samples of the chart along the track line are used to
determine ii' taie center point of the window is at a local peak of the gray

level a &ty. A local peak of gray level would occur in the center of a
contour, If a local peak is detected, then the chart image within the window
is sarýls!.d along 8 slits or direction. Each slit represents samples of the

chaa image along a straight line with the center of the line of samples being

at ',,e center of the window (See Figure 6). If a well-defined contour passes

throug1h he center of the window one of the slits will lie along the contour
and thus 0•t stum of the -ray level values along the slit will be mich greater
(darker) tkn •h• slit sums of the other 7 slits. The direction of this slit

with the !,, slit sum is considered to be in the direction of the contour.

if a feature other than a contour, such as a character or other "blob" type

of feaRture goes through the center of the window, then there will not be a slit

12
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which exhibits a gray level sum much greater than any of the other slits. The

comparison of the slit sum for the slit with the largest gray level value to

-- the average of the slit sums from the other slits is thus used to discriminate

between well defined contours and "blob" type features.

The slit sum test can discriminate between well-defined contours
a1.

and non-line type of features, However, it cannot discriminate between well-

defined contours and tic marks or characters which "look like" contours. Thus,

the next test is the determination of the continuity of a contour detection

- -within the window. Contours are generally continuous through the window whereas

tic marks and characters are not continuous. The process for determining

the continuity of the contour detection is a line following process. Under

this process the system "moves" from one point on the contour detection to

an adjacent point using sample points on the contour. The particular sample

SI point with the highest gray level value is taken as the point in the center

of the contour and the system moves to this point next. The selection of the

SI sample points is based on the direction of the previous step taken. This

process is repeated until the contour is followed to the edge of the window.

"* lThe process is then repeated along the contour in the other direction. An

U important feature of this line-following process is the storage of informa-

tion indicating the previous steps that the line follower had taken. This

I information is used to prevent the line follower from back tracking or taking

a step to a location on the contour where it had previously been. A contour

detection is considered to be continuous and hence a valid contour if it is

followed to the edge of window in both directions.

5.3 LINE. FOLLOWING FOR AUTOMATIC lEPTh ASSIGNmeNT

I The automatic assignment of depth values utilizes a second line

following process. This process is utilized to follow a contour detectionI on a current track line back to the intersection of this cortour with a
previous track line. The depth value assigned to this contour on its inter-

I section with the previous track line is automatically assigned to the detection

on the current track line if this second line following processing is successful.

is
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The line following process utilized in this stage is significantly

different from the continuity line follower described above. The continuity

line follower is efficient for following contours over very short distances

SI but because of the many samples of the contour required, it would take too

much time to be practical for following contours over longer distances. In

order to follow contours over longer distances it is more efficient to periodically

sample the contour at widely spaced intervals based on the estimated location

of the contour.

In this line following algorithm, a scan of th.e chart image is

j made in a circular pattern starting at the current detection of the contour

and ending at the intersection of the circular pattern with the contour at

j• a different point. A new circular scan begins at the center of the first circle

scan and ends when the contour is again intersected further doz,;n the contour.

I The process terminates when the line following crosses the location of the pre-

vious track line. By repeating this process, the contour may be followed over

long distances in a minimum amount of time. This process is shown in Figure

7. Since the bathymetry charts are not clean in a sense that the contours

may intersect coordinate lines or characters, the line following process used
J for the automatic depth assignment follows the contour on both "edges" of the

contour. If the line following process along each edge terminates at approxi-

I �ately the same point, then the line following is considered to be successful.

If a contour intersects a coordinate line, the line following process on one

I •side of the contour will not terminate at approximately the same location as

the line following process on the other side of the contour since they will

tend to follow the intersected coordinate line in different directions. Thus

the system concludes that the line following was unsuccessful and no automatic

depth assignment is attempted. Additionally, if a contour is followed for

more than a fixed distance, the line following is terminated and classified

as unsuccessfu2. The line follower is capable of following a contour around

m depth characters and tic marks which may appear on the contour.

1
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The results of the line following process for a track line is a

lict if tentative location5 of the contour intersections with the previous

track line. These contour intersections are then compared to the list of

detections from the previous track lines. If two detections match up within

a fixed distance (approximately one minute of great circle angle), then the

depth for this previous contour detection is assigned to the matching p•resent
• contour detection.

Ii1
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Section 6

DATA OUTPUT

The contour data is written on 9 track magnetic tape in an IBM

compatible tape format. Figurc 8 is a printout of the data from a typical

chart as written cn mgnetic tape. Data includes the chart number, the date,

I the section number (1-4), the track line number and the longitude, latitude

and depth for each detection on the track line. The detections for each track

line are ordered in the output record in the order of thrir location on the

track line, not in order as they were detected or processed. However, they

may be ordered in the record eithLr from right to left or from left to right

on the chart depending on the sectio.a of the chart and the slope of the line.

S] The 9 track IBM compatible tape is converted to a 7 track CDC

compatible tape on Calspan's IBM 370/16S computer. The contour depth data

I is written on the CDC compatible tape with each track line beginning a new

physical record. All of the data from one chart is contained in a single

file. The data record for each track line includes a header which contains

I the chart identification number (MSQLOC number), date, track number, etc.

i 5 The tape is written as a S56 BPI, 7 track, BCD tape with even parity.

The records are blocked in groups of 2080 bytes. Each physical record contains

26 logical records, 80 bytes in length. The header information is contained in
a separate record which precedes the x, y and depth informat3on for a single4 ' track. The eighth word of the header record contains the number of logical

records which contain information for a specific track line.
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j NEW C 1M;1. MSQ W MUt -R ?I LIt. DATf 51 81rl

SECT tl~dy N&.tBERi I

"F. LONGITUDE LATITUDE DEPTH
5 TRACK Lit*E I

X1 156. 1 s 28.844 3180
2 15 .61? , 8.84$ 3180

TRKAC(K LrINC

1 i~b. ILI 18.911 3180
155. I?1) 18.9141 1180

TRACK LINE 3

1 156.11 2 8.983 3180
156. 044 18.981 3200

I I s 13' 2 .98K1 3200
4 15S. ,•b 2 F.98 1 '180

S1¶, 82pI 2R.'98 3 3145

TRACK LIME 4

I 156. 30h 29.078 3180
2t 15.. II? I9.u'? 3200

155.'S.6 ,q.•t8 1200
4 155. 411 2Q.4LIt, 1180

C; j'4.P .9.0;d iS~.I151 ". ,•? .O d•5

AUXIL LA',v Ir ACK I ft, It
I1 15,f.. Wl, L'..U0 ??00
2 j51. . e9 J .. , 2k.309

SECE. I tJU1HNER

TR ACr L;& UL
1 152. 14t. ?F.8 .84 1180

2 I5 7. 6C' 2 .8s 0 1180

TRACK LItNE 7

i 15pf. "Of, 8.V1 1 3180
i 1527. 5J9 S..91 7 3180

IPACK. L Il•. I3

15, -)7. ?11 29.0?? 3200

AUXILIA 'A I .ACK 1 It.' 9
IP. V III 1 , 9 3000

158. .f28 30.100 3000

158. 331 31-.Z39 3CO

Figure 8- TYPICAL CONTOUR DETECTION DATA PRODUCED BY THE PROCESS
FOR DIGITIZING BATHYMETRY CHARTS
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The information contaLied in the header and the numter of characters

allotted for each word is as follows:

Information Characters

1) Chart identification number 4

2) Date 6

3) Section number (I through 4) 1

4) Auxiliary flag (0 for normal track, 1 for auxiliary i
track)

5) Partial digitization flag (0 for complete chart, I
1 for partial chart)

6) Track line number 3

7) Number of detections in track line 3

8) Number uf 80 byte records written on tape for 3
this track line

9) 0 1

1)0 i

When the chart identification number becomes zero, this indicates the

end of data for the chart, However, the physical record for the track may extend

past this number and should be ignored.

Each of the logical recorib contains the x, y, and depth information

from four detections followed by 8 blanks. The format of each of these items is
S~ as follows:

!nformation Format

x S999.999

'• Iy S999.999

depth 9999

I !2
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Section 7

SYSTEM.1 PERFORMANCE

Ten charts were used in the evaluation of the performance of the
bathymetry chart digitizing system. This performance evaluation indicated

that whil- the time required to digitize a bathymetry chart is highly variable

and dependent on the individual characteristics of the chart, this system achieves

If a speedup of chart digitizing by a factor of approximately 3 relative to the

completely manual methods considered by ONR. The most critical -actor in the

chart quality appears to be the extent to which adjacent contour lines become
very closely spaced. On charts with many close contours and closed contours

in the form of concentric rings, most of the digitizing time is spent by the

operator in trying to determine and assign the proper depth values.

The specific ".esults of the system performance evaluation are as

follows. Chart MSQLOC number 1294 required approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes

to complete the digitizing of the entire chart. This chart is simple with
only a few contours. Chart 'tSQLOC No. 1293 required approximately 1 hour and

45 minutes. This chart, while containing more contours than Chart No. 1294,
has many weHl separated well defined contours for which the automatic dr-pthit assignment processes (the interpolation and the line following processes) worked
very well. On the other hand, the Chart MSQLOC No. 0931 required approximately
5-1/2 hours to digitize. This chart contains many closed contours in the form

I of concentric rings with the contours being very close together. On a chart
with these characteristics the automatic line follower is not capable of following

individual lines that are very close and thus does not significantly aid the

operator in contour depth assignment. Most of the time was required by the
: •operator in order to resolve the individual contour detections in these areas

of very close contours, to determine the proper depth, and to manually assign
I depth for the individual contours. On this chart, an attempt was made to provide

U the location and depth of all contours intersectinh the t:ack lines. On future

charts with these characteristics, only the major contours which define the

general contour characteristics in these areas of very close contours will

be used. In other words, in regions of close contours that are equally spaced,

1 22



only the "outside" contours will be used since the interpolation process used
by ONR will properly replace the missing contours. Thus it is expected that
the time for complex charts such as 0931 will be somewhat reduced. The time

required by the system alone without any operator interaction is approximately

40 m!nutes per chart. This time is required for the scanning and display

of the dhart, the rescanning along the track lines and the display of the track

detections for the operator. Thus on complex charts the vast majority of the

time is required by the operator and not by the system.
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TABLE I

KEYBOARD OPERATIONS

I :, CONTROL
S• CHOARACTER FUNCTION

P PLUS - set current contour detection depth to depth of

previous contour plus the standard increment

7-- M MINUS - set current contour detection depth to depth ofSprevious contour minus the standard increment

_. S SAME - set current contour depth to the same value as the
depth of the previous contour

D DEFINE - define the depth of the current contour

A ADD - add a contour detection at the current cursor
position

E ERASE - erase the contour detection at the current cursor
position

C CLEAR - clear all depth information of the current track
line

Z PRINTOUT - printout depth assignment on the teletype of
of all contours for the current track line

0 OMIT - omit the entire current track line

F FORGET - omit all remaining regular track lines for the
current section

I N NEXT - move cursor (i.e., current contour detection) to
the next contour on vhis track line - displays

I assigned depth

B BACK - move cursor to the previous contour detection on
this track lir-e - displays assigned depth

R REQUEST - requa-st for the display of the depth assignment
for the contour at the current cursor position

I EXIT - attempt to exit from current track line

2



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH

875 NORTH RANDOLPH STREET
SUITE 1425

ARLINGTON VA 22203-1995
IN REPLY REFER TO:

5510/1
Ser 3210A/01 1/06
31 Jan 06

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION LIST

Subj: DECLASSIFICATION OF LONG RANGE ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION PROJECT
(LRAPP) DOCUMENTS

Ref: (a) SECNAVINST 5510.36

Encl: (1) List of DECLASSIFIED LRAPP Documents

1. In accordance with reference (a), a declassification review has been conducted on a
number of classified LRAPP documents.

2. The LRAPP documents listed in enclosure (1) have been downgraded to
UNCLASSIFIED and have been approved for public release. These documents should
be remarked as follows:

Classification changed to UNCLASSIFIED by authority of the Chief of Naval
Operations (N772) letter N772A/6U875630, 20 January 2006.

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution is
unlimited.

3. Questions may be directed to the undersigned on (703) 696-4619, DSN 426-4619.

BRIAN LINK
By direction
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